Congestion control is very important to maintain the number of packets within the network for higher performance. Active queue management (AQM) has been proved to be more efficient than traditional ones. Although some improvements have been made to Random Early Detection (RED) algorithm, but RED is not widely deployed. In this paper we design a network model using RED/drop-tail protocol and simulate it. From the simulation results we found that the RED proactive discarding can provide low delay and proportional dropping fairness. But when RED is used, little more packets are lost and the throughput is a bit lower but very close to that when drop tail is used, RED will offer higher QoS in some aspects.
INTRODUCTION
End-to-end congestion control algorithms encounter many challenges [1] . Low delay, high throughput, fairness and QoS are key design requirements for the Internet. The provision of different QoS levels to different traffic flows requires intelligent treatment of packets. Congestion is the enemy of any switching network; it prevents the network from satisfying its traffic demands in an efficient and responsive manner. If congestion is not controlled well, switch or router buffers will fill up and packets must be discarded. For applications that can tolerate packet loss, discarding means the packets must be retransmitted, increasing congestion. For applications that are intolerant of packet loss, discarding means reduction in QoS [2] .
AQM schemes aim at reducing buffer occupancy, and therefore the end-to-end delay. Some of these algorithms, notably RED, have also been widely implemented in some network devices [3] and its improvement versions have been proposed such as Effective RED [4] . Sally Floyd and Van Jacobson proposed the RED method for active queue management in 1993 [5] . In theory, RED can avoid some problems such as biases against burst traffic and global synchronization in congestion control. In this paper, we model and simulate a network and focus mainly on delay, throughput and packet loss. The results are analyzed and the RED algorithm is compared and evaluated versus drop tail method.
The simulation and its data analysis methods are also useful for evaluating many other AQM schemes.
ACTIVE QUEUE MANAGEMENT AND RED
To improve network performance, a router can discard one or more incoming packets before the output buffer is completely full. This kind of technique for congestion management is called proactive packet discard. The most important example of proactive packet discard is known as RED.
Problem Presentation
The purpose of RED is to signal end-to-end protocols, such as TCP, that the router is becoming congested along a particular egress path. The intent is to trigger avoidance of TCP congestion in a random set of TCP flows before congestion becomes severe and causes tail dropping on a large number of flows. Tail dropping can lead to TCP slow-starts and global synchronization.
Just using bigger buffers can't reduce the probability of dropping packets, because when these big buffers fill up, the delays suffered by all connections increase dramatically.
So, a better solution is to anticipate the onset of congestion and tell one TCP connection at a time to slow down. In this fashion, as congestion begins, the brakes are gradually applied to reduce traffic load gently, with minimal impact on TCP connections and without global synchronization.
Design Goals
Main design goals of RED [5] : Congestion Avoidance, Global synchronization avoidance, item Avoidance of bias against burst traffic and Bound on average queue length. By detecting congestion early and notifying only as many connections as necessary, global synchronization can be avoided. Due to network traffic's self-similarity, the algorithm must avoid the bias of dropping percent between burst sources and smooth sources. Certainly, RED should be able to control the average queue size and therefore control the average delay.
RED ALGORITHM
The RED algorithm is listed below. The main idea of it is dropping packets by certain probability according to the average queue size within two thresholds. So, the complexity is due to the computing overhead of probability.
calculate the average queue size avg:
if avg < TH min queue packet else if TH min ≤ avg < TH max calculate probability P a with probability P a discard packet else with probability 1-P a queue packet else if avg ≥ TH max discard packet
Average Queue Size
The weight w q determines how rapidly avg changes in response to changes in actual queue size. The number m is estimated by the router's idle time; in this period m packets could have been transmitted. With w q the algorithm can avoid reacting to short bursts of congestion.
From our simulation results, we can get the curves about current queue size and EWA average queue size. Observe that current queue has a very severe burst of packets. So, RED is not very sensible to short burst traffics.
Probability of Discard
Let c be the number of how many consecutive packets have not been discarded since the last packet was dropped. It is obvious that the higher the value of c, the higher the probability of discard. Let P b represent a temporary probability varies from 0 at avg = TH min to P max at avg = TH min .
P b = P max (avg -TH min )(TH max -TH min )
(1)
where TH min and TH max means minimum and maximum threshold, P max means the maximum probability of discard.
When c = 1 / P b -1, P a = 1. But P a increases very slowly when c is not very big. From the figure we can see that the RED algorithm space the discards relatively evenly so that a burst source is not penalized.
PERFORMANCE SIMULATION AND COMPARISON
Next, we use network simulator NS-2.35 (under OS X 10.11) to simulate RED and drop tail protocols and use xgraph/gnuplot to draw the curves. The TCP variant is TCP/Reno. Figure 1 shows the topology. Nodes from s1 to s4 are traffic sources and sinks. r1 and r2 are core nodes. The node s2 is investigated for its delay, throughput and packet loss. The RED and drop tail protocol are applied respectively via r1 and r2. TABLE I lists some parameters for the simulation program using NS-2.35. In the experiment, the queue limit between r1 and r2 are set to 30.
Simulation with NS-2
The time schedule of ftp1, ftp2 and CBR traffics in simulation is: ftp1: 0~9; ftp2: 2~8;
CBR: 1~10 (second). 
Results Analysis
We configure and run NS-2 program to get simulation results. The results are analyzed by several awk [6] programs and the figures are drawn by gnuplot [7] . Mostly we select node s2 and its CBR traffic as demonstration. Tcl main program for simulation is omitted due to limited space. Simulation program is written with reference to the website and papers of Chih-Heng Ke [8] . Figure 2 gives the curve of CBR delay time of node s2 when using drop tail protocol between r1 and r2. Figure 3 gives the curve of CBR delay time of node s2 when using RED protocol between r1 and r2. From Figure 2 and 3 we can easily observe that the drop tails mean delay is much higher than REDs. The peak delay of RED is 94.7ms, but it is 151.9ms of drop tail. Pre-discarding by probability is the main reason why RED's average delay is lower than that of drop-tail. Figure 4 red curve shows the throughput of node s2 when using RED protocol between r1 and r2. The throughput before 1s is not high because during the first second only ftp1 is active. We plot the two throughput curves in Figure 4 , the one on the above is drop tail and the lower one is RED. Drop tail can afford a bit higher throughput than RED. The proactive packet discard and more packet loss lead to this result. The mean loss rate is lower than that of RED. The more detailed data is listed in TABLE II. 
Compared with Drop Tail

EVALUATION OF RED
By simulation and analysis, we can draw some conclusions about RED protocol. Its advantages and shortcomings are evaluated comparing with drop-tail method. Figure 2 and 3 show that RED can reduce packet delay obviously. Some real-time applications are also intolerant of long delay. From TABLE II we can see the loss ratio about each node and its traffic. Although RED drops more packets comparing with drop tail, the drop fairness is very obvious. When using RED, about 1.49 percent of s2's packets were dropped. It is close to that of s1. In a word: send more, drop more.
Advantages
Disadvantages and Prospects
COMPLEXITY OF DEPLOYMENT
Related studies have shown that many variants RED algorithms have various shortcomings [9] . Network administrators care more about fairness than end users. Core routers' upgrade is necessary [10] . On the other hand, the routers supporting RED protocols are somewhat expensive. The deployment of new routers is very complex especially in core networks.
PERFORMANCE AND QOS
One reason RED may not be implemented widely is because it does not necessarily yield performance improvements. Since simple drop tail has similar performance in some situations, there is no compelling reason to increase the complexity of the system [11] . In our experiment, the loss rate of RED is higher than drop tail at node s2. Although we demand low delay, loss rate is even important in the next generation network.
CONCLUSIONS
We compare the delay, throughput and packet loss when using different protocol. RED can reduce delay time and improve the efficiency of network, and it can also afford satisfactory fairness of packet dropping. Nodes which send more packets will be penalized to drop more packets. We also find that RED has a higher loss ratio because of proactive packet discarding and it does not have a higher throughput comparing with drop tail. Maybe it's too early to focus on the improvement of RED, simplicity and efficiency is always the most important elements for high speed networks.
